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About This Game

It's your 25th birthday as crown prince of your country and you are ready to be crowned king. But, according to long held
traditions, you must be married to inherit the throne. Your father has already spoken with a neighboring kingdom for your

marriage with their princess. But, you must leave on a journey to speak with the king to make the final preparations.

Begin your adventure to distant kingdoms.
Learn of the fate that awaits you and your friends.

Learn the secrets of the world you live in.
Meet new people and defeat powerful monsters to bring your journey to a conclusion.
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buy this game as soon as possible... it just feels new and wonderful, i love it!! oh, and i just bought a lot as gifts for my friends
too :D (on sale). Try it! its really deeper than it looks (i play arma, achtung panzer, close combat, etc.. ) Cya ; ). too many
options. Game can\u2019t be completed.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/328680\/discussions\/0\/357286663682222780\/. The game is boring and you do the same
thing over and over again. I would not reccomend this game. Very poorly made.. Their hasn't been a Flump Studios Video game
i did'nt like. their like the Quentin Tarantino and Robert Rodriguez's of Old school games. Even their bad games are fun. Really
their aren't bad games. i have ownd them all. love them all.. Groundbreaking visuals, majestic sound, gallant design; and gayer
than ever. \u221e\/10. There's nothing here that you haven't seen done before or done better. Waste of time.. While the game
looks like a low budget\/student project, it provides a surprisingly diverse array of satisfying challenges. While some puzzles are
more about performing a complicated physical feat rather than pure problem solving, the ability to slow down, stop, or rewind
time keeps the challenge intellectual rather than reflex based. The non-linear level progression and and a clear division of what
puzzles require what skills make it so the there is always something else to try if you are feeling stuck on a particular challenge
or concept.
I began this with low expectations, and while it certainly isnt as well polished or memorable as some of the classics of the genre,
.T.E.S.T seems to know what it is good at, does it well, and doesn't waste your time with anything else.. The Bridge crossing is
the best chance for a turkey shoot in any campaign. 10\/10 would annihilate a platoon of enemy tanks again.
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I found about the game on EVW's channel, I saw a sneak peak of the game and thought it may be a fun quick platformer.

It is deffinetly a really fun, quick paste, very nice music platformer.

Really enjoyed it and if you are thinking of buying this game deffinetly buy it.

1. Really cheap for how good it is.
2. Really fun.
3. Challenging
4. Very unique. Doesn't work on Windows 7 64bit.

I've tried multiple shortcuts (CTRL+SHIFT+T, SHIFT+CTRL+T), the program doesn't work after you select the video or
service you want to stream.

There's no manual, only an useless webpage with a single (and wrong) shortcut.

Even giving admin privileges to the application doesn't work.

A good idea, but badly executed.. Pretty good, but there are better shmups out there that you should play first. Forget the fact
that this game is cheap, the few extra dollars are worth it for a good shmup.. Fun game that has you managing an apartment
complex...as the devil. You fill rooms with different types of creatures(demons, elementals, etc.) to pay you rent while they live
their daily lives... until the noble heroes show up to slay the devil(that's you!)! Then you need to send your minions out to protect
you! It gets pretty difficult later on, so you have to make your minions mate to have stronger children. It still stays fresh though,
it never gets old sending adorable chicks out to their death mwahahahaha.... Love this game - free roam open world survival. If
being a fuzzy space-bear crash landed on a comically freaky and strange planet sounds like you, then yes, this is an rpg too.

There's plenty to explore, things to discover and cool stuff to figure out. You can craft stuff that helps you stay alive, build a
home, tech up, and tool up. Or just fish and plant flowers if that's your thing.

There's not much hand-holding, and you'll probably die (sorry) to begin with, but that's okay because you'll figure it out - and
start with more goodies next time around.

Most of all though, it really is good fun and is definitely a game you should have in your library.

Oh, and it's all the work of one developer (!) who adds content, chats on the forums, helps with any issues and is an all round
decent person(*).

(*) I lost my football in a game, thought i'd sent it into space. The dev took a look at my savegame and helped me find it. That's
quality support :)

Thumbs up, this is one to play.. This will throw you back... In more ways than one.
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